Introduction
Wireless sensor networks are ideal candidates to monitor the environment in a variety of applications such as military surveillance, forest fire monitoring, etc. In such a network, a large number of sensor nodes are deployed over a vast terrain to detect events of interest (e.g., enemy vehicles, forest fires), and deliver data reports over multihop wireless paths to the user. Security is essential for these mission-critical applications to work in an adverse or hostile environment. Wireless Sensor networks are typically characterized by limited power supplies, low bandwidth, small memory sizes and limited energy. This leads to a very demanding environment to provide security. Public-key cryptography is too expensive to be usable, and even fast symmetric-key ciphers must be used sparingly. Communication bandwidth is extremely dear: each bit transmitted consumes about as much power as executing 800-1000 instructions (J. Hill et al 2000) , and as a consequence, any message expansion caused by security mechanisms comes at significant cost. Wireless sensor networks consist of spatially distributed autonomous devices using sensors to cooperatively monitor physical or environmental conditions, such as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or pollutants, at different locations. In addition to one or more sensor nodes, each node in wireless sensor networks is typically equipped with a radio transceiver or other wireless communication devices, a microcontroller, and an energy source, usually a battery. Wireless sensor networks are the connection between physical world and mankind, which cannot be simply regarded as communication networks. It should mainly concentrate on sensory information processing and services. Wireless sensor networks should be developed as an integrated information infrastructure, in which information aggregation and collaborative processing are key issues. time, the enemy is very easy to insert information ,so the receivers need to determine the reliability of message's origin. The data authentication permit data confirmation that the receivers is the sender who declared sends out. In two nodes communication, the data authentication may be achieved through the symmetrical mechanism: Sender and receiver share one key to calculate the messages authentication code (MAC) of all communication data. When the message arrived with the correct MAC, the receiver can be sure that the message indeed is the real sender sends out.
Data Integrity
In the communication, the data integrity guarantee all the data that receivers receive in transmission process not be changed by enemy. The data integrity may achieve through the data authentication.
Data Freshness
All data survey of sensor network is related with the time, cannot guarantee the confidentiality and the authentication sufficiently, but must certainly guarantee that each message is fresh. The data freshness implied the data is recent, and guaranteed that the enemy have not replay the information before. There are two types of freshness: The weak freshness provides the partial information order, but does not carry any delay information; the strong freshness provides complete order of the request/response, and permit delay forecast. The sensation survey needs the weak freshness, but in the network time synchronism needs the strong freshness.
Key management
In order to realize, satisfy the above security requirements, the encryption key needs to be managed. As a result of the energy and the computing limit, wireless sensor networks needs to maintain balanced between the security rank and these limits. Key management should include the key allocation, the initialization stage, the node increase, the key abolishment, the key renewal. All in all, The security requirement of wireless sensor networks is main list: 1) As the key feature of wireless sensor network applications, the diversity of sensors, data flow and QoS requires the system architecture be of compatibility, universality and scalability to meet the various requirements.
2) The prevailing studies on wireless sensor networks focus on the solution of low data rate, short packet burst, low network traffic and low device energy issues. Many standardization organizations have been working on the standards of PHY/MAC layers, network protocol, identifier and sensor interfaces, however the completed security solutions on various layers have not been found out.
3) In wireless sensor network applications, such as anti-intrusion, public security, and environment monitoring, various sensors have to work cooperatively, while the current solution cannot meet the requirements.
4) The main purposes of wireless sensor networks are information sensing and processing. Thus, the security of information cooperative processing scheme in wireless sensor networks must be considered in the architecture design.
Security issues of each layers in wireless sensor networks
The network protocol stack of wireless sensor networks is composed of physical layer, data link layer, network layer, transmission layer and application layer. Each function as follows: Physical layer is responsible for the frequency selection, the carrier frequency production, the signal detection and the data encryption, the layer include modulation, transmission, receive and data encryption technology. Data link layer is used for establishing communication link of reliable point-to-point or point to multipoint. Network layer is primary responsible for route production and routing. Transmission layer is used to establish end-to-end link between wireless sensor network and Internet or other exterior networks. Application layer has provided kinds of practical applications of wireless sensor network.
Security problem of each layer:
Security of physical layer is how to establish the effective data encryption mechanism. Due to the property of sensor network, low expenses cryptography algorithm is still a hot spot in sensor network security research. Data link layer or medium access control (MAC) layer provides the reliable correspondence channel for the neighbor node which is easy to come under the DOS attack. The solution is regulating the MAC admittance control, and the network neglects excessively requests automatically. Network layer is easy to come under the attack, because each node is the latent route node, security routing algorithm immediate influence security and usability of wireless sensor network. Application layer's research mainly concentrates in providing the safe support for the entire wireless sensor network, is also the key management and the security multicast research. Overall approach of sensor network security ensure that all layers' security, this solution could be the best option than a single security for a single layer.
Stereoscopic security architecture of wireless sensor networks
Wireless sensor network is easy to come under each kind of attack, and has many hidden security problems. At present the quite general sensor network security architecture divides the sensor network protocol stack into hardware layer, operating system layer, middleware layer and application layer. Its security module has divided into 3 layers: security primitive, security service and security application. This security architecture divided the security problem into three levels, it have the advantages of succinct question description, agreement distinctive nuance merit, but there are some general security problem among them, it could not place some security protocols in some layer to solve forcefully; And this architecture can not solve deceit of evil intention node, it have enormous hidden security problems. With deep research on the sensor network security demand and each layer's security problem's, as well as experiences of our topic-based group, and linking the original wireless sensor network architecture, we proposed stereoscopic wireless sensor network security architecture as shown in Fig.1 . This network security architecture is composed of hierarchical network communication and security protocol and the wireless sensor network support technology. The hierarchical network communication and security protocol structure is similar to the TCP/IP protocol architecture; the wireless sensor network support technology is mainly to sensor node own management as well as the user to the wireless sensor's management; two partial protocols and the technology has overlapping and the union, and have formed a cubic structural model.
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Fig. 1. security architecture of wireless sensor networks
Trust management model with risk evaluation
The traditional trust management systems are suitable for wired and wireless ad-hoc network, but cannot satisfy the security requirements of wireless sensor network. Because they need very large resources consumption which is wireless sensor network lacked. The trust management system may be the centralism or the distribution, but they both do not suit sensor network, the central system needs enough energy to satisfy the extra route need, but in the distributional system, each node needs enough storage space and strong computing power. But in the sensor network, all node joint operation as if is more realistic. Therefore, the mix low consumption trust management system can satisfy the demand of sensor network. Since Marsh introduced the research of trust to the computer domain, trust mechanism has gradually obtained more and more researcher's values for its flexibility and extendibility. The people proposed the numerous trust models in distribution network, pervasive computing, peer-to-peer computing, ad hoc network and so on. In these models, trust is usually quantified as a definite real number. However, because the node trust has much subjectivity, natural insufficiency has existed by using the definite value to describe trust. For example, if node A trusts node B, it is very difficult to determine that the trust value should be 0.9 is 0.8. Therefore, uncertainty is considered to be the important attribute of trust, namely trust among the node is fuzziness and randomness; especially among strange node. Therefore, uncertainty must be considered when trust model build. Based on this, a cross-layer wireless sensor network trust model based on cloud model is proposed. This model unifies the description of trust degree and uncertainty of trust relationship among the nodes with trust cloud forms, and gives algorithms of trust cloud transmission and merge. The cloud model has first proposed as the qualitative description and the quota expressed of one kind of terminology. It unifies the fuzziness and randomness, thus describing the uncertainty well. Now, the cloud model has already applied in numerous domains, like data mining, automatic control, quantitative evaluation and so on. This part of chapter uses the concept of cloud model to estimate dynamic context and consequently presents the definition of risk signal, and a trust management model based on risk evaluation for wireless sensor networks is proposed. The risk is evaluated using cloud model, quantified using risk and trust uncertainty degree are presented in a uniform form. The simulation results show that the proposed trust model based on risk evaluation can www.intechopen.com Security architecture, trust management model with risk evaluation and node selection algorithm for WSN 333
efficiently expressed uncertainty of risk and trust, and decreased trust risk of nodes. And so this trust model also can evidently taked from the rate of trust risk, and enhanced successful cooperation ratio of WSN's system.
Cloud model
Cloud model was firstly proposed as a model of the uncertainty transition between a linguistic term of a qualitative concept and its numerical representation. In short, it is the model of the uncertainty transition between qualitative concept and quantitative description. In the discourse universe, the cloud mainly reflects two uncertainties: the fuzziness (the boundary character of both this and that) and the randomness (occurrence probability). The cloud model completely integrates the fuzziness and randomness, researches the uncertain rules which have contained by basic linguistic term(or linguistic atom) in natural language, that not only is possible to obtain the scope and distribution rule of quantitative data, but also may effectively transform precise number to qualitative linguistic term. Formally, a cloud can be defined as follows.
Defines 1: Let U be the set as the universe of discourse,  is a random function with a stable
,and g is also a random function with a stable tendency :
,He is an uncertain factor and 0…He, and
is a cloud, and ( ', ) u y is a cloud drop. The bell-shaped clouds, called normal clouds are most fundamental and useful in representing linguistic terms, see Fig. 2 . A normal cloud is described with only three digital characteristics, expected value(Ex), entropy(En) and hyper entropy(He).
Fig. 2. Normal Cloud with digital characteristic
The expected value Ex of a cloud is the position at the universe of discourse, corresponding to the center of gravity of the cloud. In other words, the element Ex in the universe of discourse fully belongs to the linguistic term represented by the cloud model. The entropy, En, is a www.intechopen.com
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measure of the fuzziness of the concept over the universe of discourse showing how many elements in the universe of discourse could be accepted to the linguistic term. It should be noticed that the entropy defined here is a generic notion, and it need not be probabilistic. The hyper entropy, He, is a measure of the uncertainty of the entropy En. Close to the waist of the cloud, corresponding to the center of gravity, cloud drops are most dispersed, while at the top and bottom the focusing is much better. The discrete degree of cloud drops depends on He. Given three digital characteristics Ex, En, and He, to represent a linguistic term, a set of cloud drops may be generated by the following algorithm: 
4) Let (x, y) be a cloud drop in the universe of discourse; 5) Repeat 1-4 until the number of drops required all generated.
The idea of using only three digital characteristics to generate a cloud is creative. The generator could produce as many drops of the cloud as you like (Fig. 2) . This kind of generators is called a forward cloud generator. All the drops obey the properties described above. Cloud-drops may also be generated upon conditions. It is easy to set up a half-up or half-down normal cloud generator with the similar strategy, if there is a need to represent such a linguistic term. It is natural to think about the generator mechanism in an inverse way. Given a number of drops, as samples of a normal cloud, the three digital characteristics Ex, En, and He could be obtained to represent the corresponding linguistic term. t： Context information of sample partition time.
Ex：Sample point that have already known is regarded as cloud drop, we adopt the expectation value of context information cloud with the backward cloud generator. This expectation value is named the gravity of cloud. In this place, context information is accepted normal.
En：The principle is above,
He：The principle is above,     x , n , e ,R is k 0 x 1, 0 n 1 0 e 1, 0 1
That is, trust is a normal cloud among the nodes, Ex is trusts expectation., it indicates basic trust value of node A to the B; En is trust entropy, it reflects uncertainty of the trust relationship; He is trust ultra entropy, it reflects uncertainty of the trust entropy; and Risk is trust risk, it reflects degree of trust risk.
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It must point out that when En is close to 0 and He=0, trust relationship among the nodes is fuzzy, but its ambiguity is definite. When En=0 and He=0, trust relationship among the nodes is definite and have no uncertainty. For example, the node is interior node of the system or definite trust relationship in the identical management system. In the chart 4-1, several different shapes of trust cloud have been given, and they have represented different trust value and uncertainty separately. Discovered from the chart that Ex is bigger, the trust cloud is closer to the biggest trust value, namely 1; En is bigger, the trust cloud's scope is wider; He is bigger, the trust cloud's cloud drop dispersion is bigger.
Differences between distrust and unknown trust
In the trust model, distrust and unknown trust has the difference. If node A does not trust node B, it represents A know B, and cannot trust it. However, if node A unknown trust node B, it represents A not know whether should trust B. The tradition method is using different trust value to distinguish distrust and unknown trust. For example: -1 describes unknown trust and 0 describes distrust. However, this cannot reflect two concepts truthfully, especially unknown trust.
In the view of cloud model, distrust describe trust relationship among the nodes from the trust value angle, might use Ex=0 to describe. The unknown trust describe trust relationship among the nodes from trust uncertainty angle, may use En=1 and He=1 to describe. However, these two kinds of trust have the possibility to coexist in the identical trust relationship. For example: If node A is strange to node B, therefore B unknown trusts A. Suppose B's trust threshold is small, A will be trusted under the certain extent. On the contrary, Suppose B's trust threshold is big, B will not trust A. In this case, the existing trust model could not describe. Based on the cloud model trust model distrust can be described by establishment expectation Ex =0 and unknown trust can be described by establishes ultra entropy En. From Fig. 3 
Trust Propagation
In the wireless sensor network, the node cannot always directly obtain the recommendation trust value of the strange node from the neighbor node, therefore trust propagation is introduced. Supposed there are m nodes as E1, E2, E3, …Em, the node Ei, Ei+1 ( Risk Risk
Here  is called as trust cloud logical multiplication operator. Analyze the parameter's significance, the trust cloud expectation more draws close to 0, the ultra entropy that the cloud drop dispersion increases, obviously after propagation, trust cloud's trust degree reduces with the uncertainty increases, this in accordance with the actual situation.
Trust mergence
In the wireless sensor network, the trust relationship during the numerous nodes constituted a trust network, there are many trust ways between two nodes. Thus, according to different trust ways, when calculating the trust relationships between two nodes it will obtain many trust clouds. By now, these clouds need to merge a trust cloud. 
Here  is called as the trust cloud logical add operator. Analyze the parameter's significance, the cloud trust degree and the uncertainty of the merged cloud must surpass the first two kind of trust cloud.
Node selection algorithm for WSN
In this trust model, trust is not indicated with any definite value, but uses the trust cloud to express. The trust cloud is described with three digital eigenvalue, for it's very difficult to apply the trust cloud directly. Therefore, when selects node, using a definite trust value is quite important. In this model, a trust factor is defined. The trust factor can be calculated by using trust cloud and node can be chose with the trust factor.
calculates trust factor
Because this trust model describes trust with cloud, it not only described the trust degree moreover to describe trust indefiniteness, the definition algorithm of computation trust factor has also manifested these two characteristics. Therefore algorithm of trusted factor computation has defined as follows: As the above algorithm shown, influenced by normal random number of the forward cloud generator algorithm, the calculated trust factor can not be the same by many times, this has also manifested the trust uncertainty. However, there will still be a trust expectation. If the trust cloud using En=0 and He=0 to describes a definite trust, the factor will present the same value every time when calculated it, namely Ex.
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node selection algorithm
The processing flow of wireless sensor node selection algorithm as follows. Fig. 4 . wireless sensor node selection algorithm
Conclusion and Further Research
In this chapter, we have proposed a security architecture that provides confidentiality, integrity, and authentication with trust management for a wireless sensor network. For this purpose, we present a security architecture for wireless sensor networks that addresses most of the security requirements. It utilizes lightweight trust model algorithms that allow for easy acess control between the mobile sensor nodes and secure the communication inside the network. Furthermore, it minimizes the effects of compromised sensor nodes.Finally, we propose a cross-layer wireless sensor network trust model based on cloud model. This model unifies the description of trust degree and uncertainty of trust relationship among the nodes with trust cloud forms, and gives algorithms of trust cloud transmission and merge. By using the trust model and algorithm, a Node selection algorithm based on trust cloud is proposed.
The source node sends out the cooperation request to the neighbor node and returns the direct trust of the responded cooperation node start End According to goal node's reply and the context information, the source node gives the direct trust cloud of the goal node directly using the trust cloud's definition;
The source node broadcast needs to recommend the goal node of the information, and computes the indirect trust cloud of goal node according to trusts propagation algorithm;
Based on indirect trust cloud, source node computes synthesis trust cloud and trust factor of the goal node with trust mergence algorithm;
Source node unions direct and comprehensive trust of step 2 and 4, gives all trust cloud of the goal node set; the source node chooses one or more high trust factor node to cooperate from the set.
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5
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